Portico™
Tables
simple styling | exceptional durability | affordable value

Furnishing Knowledge®
Everyday Value
Offering clean and simple design, Portico tables complement any environment and provide exceptional durability.

Portico™ Tables

Portico’s clean, simple lines make it a clear choice when seeking value and durability. Portico tables are designed to complement their surroundings without defining them. A wide variety of finishes and optional accessories furnish the right look and function.

Portico tables are suited for any environment. Flexible yet durable, tables can be ganged or easily reconfigured to create a conducive setting for working or learning.

Portico tables are available in fixed, folding and flip-top models. Fixed and folding models can be ganged. The folding leg mechanism easily releases and folds legs tightly to the table bottom, securely locking legs for storage.

Optional casters allow tables to move effortlessly. Customize end cap and trim colors to complement KI stack seating.